WHAT'S A GOOD MASK?

1. MATERIALS THAT FILTER DROPLETS IN THE AIR
   - Commercially-produced medical (polypropylene), or...
   - Two-ply or dense-weave cloth
   - NO loose-knit materials

2. GOOD SEAL ALONG THE BRIDGE OF YOUR NOSE, CHEEKS, AND CHIN
   - Flexible metal stay to bend over bridge of nose, or elastic that can be pulled tight across checks
   - Stretchy ear-loops so that mask can be pulled tight to face
   - NO bandanas or masks that are loose below the mouth

3. NO VALVES!

HOW TO WEAR YOUR MASK

- Cover your mouth AND nose
- Pull tight to seal along cheeks, nose, and chin
- DO NOT lower your mask to talk to others

WHEN TO WEAR A MASK

- Whenever you are indoors with persons other than your household members
- Whenever you are outdoors within 6 feet of persons other than your household members.